Thrive!® – Thriving future for all forever
What is Thrive? Thriving and surviving future forever for all (humans, other creatures and Earth). All thrive forever.®
Why Thrive?

Unique among Earth’s species, humans need to survive and want to thrive both near and long term.
Achieve thriving future - thrive and survive, low vulnerability, avoid early extinction of humans and other
creatures, and avoid extensive damage to Earth.
Avoid current endangered future - not thrive and not survive, high vulnerability, early extinction of humans
and other creatures, and extensive damage to Earth.

Is Thrive truly
different and
better?

Thrive is not just getting by or achieving a surviving future. Is achieving thriving future.
Thrive is not just for some people. Is for all people.
Thrive is not just for current and next generation. Is for current and all future generations.
Thrive is not just for humans. Is for humans, other creatures and Earth on which we depend.

Can we achieve We can if we act now. It is still our choice to make. But time has almost run out.
We can if we use our full ability. We have the ability as we are most able in all human history.
Thrive?
We can if we care enough about self, everyone, everything else and Earth. We must stop selfishness.
We can if we care enough about both near- and long-term future. We must stop shortsightedness.

How to achieve Immediately, we successfully develop and use strategy, tools and actions to successfully build and execute
strategies and actions to build thriving future. [like in People’s Guide To A Thriving Future*]
Thrive?

Immediately, all of us together build thriving future for our families and friends, communities, countries and
world. [like the Thrive! Endeavor® ThriveEndeavor.org]
Immediately, each and all of us separately and together stop negative actions and take only positive actions.
Immediately, start with who and what you care about and move from vulnerable to surviving to thriving.

Act now!

Together build thriving future now!

* People’s Guide To A Thriving Future provides Next Generation Toolkit (strategies, tools, examples, worksheets) and is available @
Amazon.com or free @ ThriveEndeavor.org

